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THE LAW OF LOVE
The Law of Love is that Law which places the welfare, concern and feeling for others above self. The Law of Love is that close affinity with all forces that you associate with as good. The Law of Love is that force which denies the existence of evil in the world, that resists not. Love is the path of least resistance.

THE LAW OF GRATITUDE
The Law of Gratitude is that sense of satisfaction where energy which has been given receives a certain reward. Energy that is given moves out on that curved and unequal line, and when extended far enough, can only return to its source bearing gifts.
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This philosophy explains mysteries of psychic and supernatural phenomenon. It reflects the human body as similar to a microcosmic being, it assumes we, as individual souls, are as cells in the body of God, and reflect (like the DNA coded cells in the human body) the whole, the "image of God".
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UFO/ALIEN ABDUCTIONS
Contacts with Aliens come in many forms: There are channels, or people who profess to allow their bodies and particularly their vocal cords to speak in behalf of extraterrestrials. There are contactees, people who claim they have been contacted directly in a physical sense by extraterrestrial Aliens who may even take the person for a ride in the UFO. And there are the abductees, people who are taken by the extraterrestrials by use of force or undue influence that overpowers the wishes and well being of the abductee.

Abductions by manned alien-UFOs have been going on for over 50 years now Alien abductions have been reported from countries all over the world, including the United States, Russia, Britain, Japan, Germany, Africa, Italy, Canada, China, Australia, India, countries of South America, and most others. Most abductions are said to be performed by aliens that range from 3 feet to 9 feet tall. The aliens are said to appear humanoid often having semi-human mixtures with Reptilians, insects or plants. Some have been described as Dwarfish, Serpent like, Monstrous, Giants, Robots, Cyborgs, Apemen, Frogs, and Half-breed human-aliens. John Lear said that the government was aware of over 70 varieties of aliens having visited earth. The most common of these are the Grays, of which there are at least a dozen varieties. Harley Byrd, another UFO expert and nephew to Admiral Byrd reportedly has said there are about 50 different alien species.

Hostile alien-UFO abductions can cause considerable harm to the human abductee. Abductions often result in sexual assault, blindness, shock, blackouts, skin infections, cancer, chronic headaches, psychological disturbances, hallucinations, paralysis, astral projection, ovum and sperm taken, electronic micro-circuitry implants given, blood taken, human mutilation and death. Reported instances of abductees being helped physically by their abductors are very rare.

Abductions by a hostile alien-UFO often harm the abducted human. Such violation or harm may include sexual assault, blindness, shock, blackouts, skin infections, cancer, chronic headaches, psychological disturbances, hallucinations, paralysis, astral projection, ovum and sperm taken, electronic micro-circuitry implants given, blood taken, and death.

Most often, when abducted, the earth human is subjected to techniques of persuasion of psychological warfare, behavioral modification techniques, and advanced brain therapy. The aliens for some time now have been working on their own psychoanalytical/behavioral modification time table for the human race. The main goal of this "brain control therapy" project has been reached to a point that most of the alien-UFO abductions are now nothing more to the aliens than textbook cases.

They will either blue-beam one up to their flying craft or come to one’s house to perform the mandatory behavioral modifications and
psychosurgery via electronic implants. After this is all done, which takes about an hour, they are off to find the next abductee much like wildlife technicians who keep track of animals that will be or have already been electronically tagged. (This continues on a daily or nightly basis.) However, those situations refer to the first time abduction of adults.

There are also Full Time abductees who are used by aliens on a regular repeat basis. Most "Full Time" abductees are seized as babies or small children and are thereafter abducted periodically sometimes even regularly once a month depending on gender and adolescence. (We have many reports of women being abducted monthly by aliens who extract their eggs and a report of one girl 11 years old being impregnated and brought to her first trimester, then the fetus was taken by aliens.) ALL abductees are not used for the same purpose as one might think.

The "FULL TIME" abductees are used like human livestock for "intensive harvesting" of PSI-energy. (One way of extracting limited amounts of adrenalcrom energy without necessarily killing the abductee by sucking life energy from the abductee is accomplished by the alien staring intently into the abductee’s eyes and vampiring the energy from him/her.) Other forms of "harvesting" or "milking" glandular juices from human abductees extracts sperm, ovum, hormonal substances, enzymes, which are often used for producing first trimester half breeds, with all sorts of psychotherapy and counter-conditioning strategies in use against the human spirit.

All sorts of aliens, in many different sizes and shapes have abducted human beings with little or no care given to the violated human. Having no morals in their culture, some of them outright lie, cheat, and steal worse than any human, and will do anything in their power to meet their goals.

As an example; In July of 1968, Jennings Frederick heard a cry for medical assistance from a UFO and its alien pilot. As he turned around he saw a being with semi-human facial features, and yellow, slanted eyes. Before he realized it the alien had gripped his hand with 7-inch-long fingers with needlelike tips and suction cups for finger pads. The alien soon began to draw blood from his hand. Then the creature’s eyes turned from yellow to red and seemed to rotate as spinning orange circles. This lasted for about one minute. As it turns out the emergency medical assistance the alien wanted was a face to face blood transfusion from the medical assistant.

As Trevor James Constable said in 1976, "....There have been numerous cases involving hostility on the ground in encounters between humans and a variety of queer entities who have dismounted from spacecraft of various kinds. Humans have been attacked and clawed, their abduction attempted, and others have been knocked senseless by various ray weapons possessed by the intruders. These incidents have occurred year in and year out, in areas as widely separated as South America and Scandinavia, and have been repeatedly verified by responsible investigators."

Writer John A. Keel said in "Secret UFO bases across the U.S." (Saga Apr. 1968) that "...while everyone has been studying the skies, searching for a clue to the origin of the UFOs, the objects and their occupants may have been happily nesting almost in our midst, quietly preparing for their 'D-DAY'!!"

In Flying Saucer Review. Vol 13, no. 6, pp. 18-19. Jerome Clark in his article "Why UFO’s are Hostile" mentions the possibility of "hundreds, possible thousands" of people being murdered around the world by UFO’s.

It is already on record that UFOs have kidnapped and or killed dogs, horses, cats, chickens, deer, pigs, goats, bears, dolphins, birds, killer whales, fish of all sorts, frogs, and human citizens of the planet.

Also, UFOs have seized or destroyed boats, ships, submarines, planes, military jets, missiles, helicopters (all with or without humans on board) and satellites. They have used a variety of numerous types of ray weapons on every conceivable object on the planet, wiping out whole villages, taking control (via ray beam) of trains, planes, ships, helicopters, trucks, and autos. UFOs use ray beams to beam up animals and Humans. They are also found around Restricted military zones, Nuclear power plants, Power stations/lines, Over rivers, Water reservoirs/tanks, Elementary schools, Advanced weapons project centers, and Aerospace firms.

But....Now...the UFOs are interested in planetary citizens of the world. UFO abductions are now at an all time high around the world. And many psychological and surgical events will be staged in the future to let the masses know that UFOs are not a laughing matter. (Also watch the new movies! They often leak UFO/Alien information to condition, prepare and educate the public without frightening them by releasing "official" reports.)

UFOs ABDUCTIONS

UFOs have abducted people from all walks of life; occupations have ranged from police officers to lawyers, electronic engineers, aerospace workers, mothers, fathers, military personnel, sailors, and many more. Few of these people have had truly healthy and uplifting experience and most have developed psychological or health problems after the experience.

However, the manned alien UFOs, with their assortment of creatures, monsters and procedures sufficient to scare the hell out of the toughest of people, have been doing a good job of convincing the mass population that if there are UFOs they must be manned by "good all-knowing" beings from outer space. Each and every time a human is contacted by a manned UFO of the hostile or "evil" kind he or she will soon be under a vast assortment of mind control machines devised to take full advantage of the humanoid caught in the trap.

But humans are not the only ones they catch in their traps. A lot of these extraterrestrial races trap each other to find out who’s doing what. This is a more precise way to acquire information from each other rather than to ‘bug’ each other’s telecommunication rays. Within all this, each
side finds that the extraterrestrial race with the most sophisticated technology has the best chance of survival, and each race has its own brand of technology and doomsday weapons to ward off direct attack from others. So by the time aliens get down to abducting the quite vulnerable humans on earth, no matter what their occupation, it’s very much cut and dried as to what is going to happen to the abducted human is whatever the extraterrestrial wants to happen.

Different races from space who do similarly evil things may employ different means of abducting humans. This observation is based on reports from abducted humans from around the world for the past 20 years. Reports indicate, for example, that alien UFOs manned by robots do not abduct humans in the same way Zeta (Grays from Zeta Reticulum) ships do.

**Common Abduction and Medical Exam Procedure**

Because humans are so individualistic and aggressive when trapped, the Zeta Grays and Draco Reptoids have found it very expedient to squeeze the air out of the lungs of victims being brought up by the blue beam ray into the craft to immobilize them. Once aboard the craft, they revive the victim, after he or she is electro-locked to the operation table, after that they start their inculcation program, they hook up the abductee’s brain to a device that can at best be described as a video-audio computer T.V. that can record and play-back from one’s memory all the important events of one’s life.

They have a way to retrieve and store all the highlights out of a person’s life via the computer for later review in case they’re in a hurry. After that is completed, depending on their “Goal of Therapy” for the human, the alien-psychotherapists use their own brand of psychotherapy which involves behavioral modification techniques. This, as you may have guessed, involves electronic micro-circuitry implants. These are used on almost every abductee. As John Lear said “Millions of Americans have been abducted and implanted. The device that varies in size from 50 microns to 3 millimeters is inserted through the nose into the brain, and, another behind the right ear”. But because of their timetable, they often take short cuts:

We have one lady on file now who said the aliens had her lay down in her own living room then proceeded to take her left eye out and put in an implant. This was done very quickly while she was fully conscious and aware.

These implants are also used on Big-foot creatures which the Zeta grays call Utz. The Utz, are a low-tech space-race which the Zeta grays abduct and employ to perform all kinds of manual labor. But the Utz are not willing friends of the Zeta Grays. However, after capture, like most abducted humans, the implants put the Utz totally under the control of the Zeta Grays, until they’re killed or destroyed.

**Alien Mind Control**

After all this has been done they then move to the brain for what they call “Inculcation Methods”. This involves alien mind control through the Knowledge Awareness Activation centers and the Comprehension area of the brain. But before they start their inculcation program, they hook up the abductee’s brain to a device that can at best be described as a video-audio computer T.V. that can record and play-back from one’s memory all the important events of one’s life.

After the initial capture, the human is brought to an operation table, from there the aliens check the human for problems related to vital signs: shock, heartbeat, respiration problems, etc. While the human is unconscious a whole battery of tests are taken, ranging from etheric, astral, and mental finer body exams, to the taking of skin cells, sperm, ovum, blood, and collecting scretions of all sorts from both men and women.

**UFOs IN HISTORY**

**Aztecs**

As mentioned before, the Aztecs were history’s most bloodthirsty cannibals. They began by making human sacrifices to the gods (UFO aliens) which ate human flesh, and eventually...they themselves began to eat the “food of the gods” - human flesh.

It seems that all cultures throughout history have a story to tell about gods or creatures from other planets demanding sacrifice of children, virgins or other “pure ones” if you go back far enough in their cultural history.

**Balinese**

An example is the island of Bali and their Sword Ritual. This sword dance is part of the traditional, formalized conflict between the bad witch, Rangda, and the good lion, Barong. All dancers are in induced hypnotic trances for their own protection, because they try to stab themselves with sharp krisses as the demon witch Rangda curses them to do such. But the good lion Barong hardens their skin with his invincible spirit. The Balinese witches are known as Leyaks (UFO aliens). The existence of Leyaks is an undisputed fact in Bah. The Balinese have seen them, they continue to see and describe them and what they see they believe. They have many stories of Leyaks and wars between Leyaks. These aliens take on many forms and shapes at will.

They may appear as vampires to suck the blood of the sleeping or devour the entrails of unborn babies and small children. This is thought to account for the high death rate among the young in Bali. Some Leyaks appear as beautiful, mute girls and make lewd advances to young men in lonely spots.

Rangda, the queen of the Leyaks is a blood-sucking, child-eating monster of a woman with pendulant breasts encircled by rings of black fur. The long white hair of her head hangs to her feet. She has bulging eyes and her teeth are twisted fangs. Her hands are huge claws and her ugly body is naked and striped with black. She lives on the top of the highest mountain on the Island of Bali, the Gunung Agung. Where they hold rowdy sex orgies and black masses.

The Balinese people believe their bodies store up magic power, called “sakti”, that helps them withstand the
onslaughts of evil influences. This magic power is thought to emanate from persons and CAVES.

Every few years like a time clock the Island comes alive with Leyaks and globes of lights encircling the Island. These globes of lights act just like UFOs, they will hover, move slowly, backward and forward, they flash off and on, move fast, they will separate from one large globe and make several smaller ones. When these globes of light show up, they are called Leyaks.

The Mayans

The Mayans of South America also had their Sun God to whom they sacrificed many humans. Like the Aztecs, the Mayans were first introduced to the UFO-aliens when the Mayan nations were in danger of pestilence or drought (which can be caused by UFOs). At these times the Mayans would sacrifice only the most beautiful of their temple virgins. (Violating chastity vows was death by arrows.)

The first Mayan empire lasted 727 years, ending in 629 A.D. The second empire was built farther north, it began in 960 A.D. and lasted into the 13th century in northern Yucatan. Here the Mayans wrote of the nine underworlds, controlled and owned by 'Ah Puch,' the lord of death.

Within the Mayan temples one finds an outer and an inner room. The inner room invariably contains a low altar. Floor decorations sometimes are human skulls with the first few cervical vertebrae still beneath each skull, showing that the owner's heads must have been severed from their bodies as they were sacrificed. Victims were carried to the sacrificial stone altars in the temples. There, four priests, clad in black garments clotted with blood from years of ceremonies, stretched each victim over the alter while the high priest with his flint knife tore out the victim's still-beating heart as an offering to the gods. Zaccini and Hozanek were the main gods of evil, destruction and death.

It appeared that the UFO alien "gods" programed the Mayans to believe that Life was the greatest gift the GODS bestowed upon them, therefore the greatest gift they could return to the GODS was their own life's blood - and the lives of human sacrifice victims. Even modern day Christianity echoes its origins of concepts of blood sacrifice as Jesus is said to have offered himself as a blood sacrifice for all humanity, possibly this helped to put an end to cultural traditions of human sacrifice.

(Note: The grays even to this time, commonly try to convince their abductees that they are gods and to extract worship and praise from their victims. It makes the abductee easier to handle when the victim is a willing devotee. Most abductees today hold such worshiping attitudes toward the abductor aliens.

One abductee referring to the Zeta Grays as God's messengers told us, "I love those little guys, I'd do anything for them." About two months later he told us they were training him in how to gas humans en mass, for an Alien/Human war that was coming. He claimed he had already gassed some individual abductee humans on board a ship by pressing a button. He said he liked doing it. Obviously he truly would "do anything for those little guys").

UFO FLESH HUNTERS

Earth has finally entered the wholesale/black market food chain of the galaxy. But in this case earth humans are the containers of food for alien supermarkets across the galaxy.

Earth humans have been stolen from this planet for many centuries, it is likely pairs of humans have been taken to other star systems, and planets to breed like cattle or chickens for distant Alien food chains. There may be herds of humans grazing on distant planets inside fenced stockyards, waiting, wondering what their life is really all about, while their guardian Aliens check them for feed and water, or test them for disease and their "readiness for harvest".

Meanwhile on Earth, alien laboratory conditions have been set up in certain parts of the planet to test their chosen people in face to face meetings with alien buyers from afar. Routine health exams for abductees gives a good quality control over the commodities harvested on earth.

Aliens on the Moon Over a Century Ago

The alien "Network" would have originally found it expedient to keep their command stations off the planet. Perhaps the Moon of earth was where they originally set up their major command stations and operation centers. For over 200 years astronomers had watched mysterious lights and activities on the moon. Early in the 19th century Sir John Herschel, one of England's great astronomers, reported seeing strange, bright lights when the moon was darkened by an eclipse. (Just as did M.K. Jessup in the mid part of this century) Some of the lights were "above the moon." Later geometrical patterns resembling city streets were seen by astronomer Grutschluisen.

In 1869, one hundred years before humans officially landed on the moon in 1969, a sudden eruption of mystery lights on the moon, in regular patterns, caused a three year investigation by the Royal Astronomical Society of Great Britain. They were seen in the Mare Crisium area, where a gigantic bridge 12 miles long was later discovered. There were 2,000 sighting between 1869 and 1871. Later on in 1912 Dr. F.B. Harris saw a huge black cigar craft in his telescope that was 50 miles across, it was clearly visible as it traversed the shining face of the moon. The year 1915 saw straight and curving walls appear in several craters, among them Archimedes and Aristarchus. And in March of 1950 on the moon in the Aristarchus-Herodotus region a large oval-shaped glowing machine was seen hovering near the crater floor. After that the mystifying white "domes" started showing up, they appeared abruptly in many of the moons craters.
Mass spacers (mother ships) could ferry flying disk and personnel to earth from the moon for abduction and reconnaissance missions on earth. Also they need food which the earth lands and oceans easily supply.

There are seven to ten alien agencies in the Network and an assortment of twenty to thirty different alien mercenary enforcement units for the Network. There are also the many human and cattle rustlers, and Roboteriers and Android ships that come to earth to pick up cattle, humans, the undergrounders or Horlocks and Deros.

Consider also all the ships that have disappeared and ships found without a crew, one ship was found at night with a dead crew who looked as if they all died of shock with horribly distorted faces. Before they could tow the ship in it exploded and sank.

Reports suggest that for over 200 years advanced aliens from afar have been hunting men on the open seas. That was one of the first tip-offs of the alien agenda for the human race.

Charles Fort spent most of his life researching and wrote several books on weird happenings around the world as reported in newspapers in the last century. Among unusual happenings, he discovered that in Allahabad India, on April 19, 1836 a person happened, he discovered that in the last century. Among unusual happenings, he discovered that in Allahabad India, on April 19, 1836 a person

On August 13, 1819 at Amherst Mass, an object fell from the sky, "It was a bowl-shaped object, about 8 inches in diameter and one inch thick. When the top was opened a pulpy substance was found, "of an offensive, suffocating smell," which then turned to "a livid color resembling venous blood."

Between 7/25/88 and 9/9/88 in New England, police were informed that blood had repeatedly appeared on the sidewalk and front porch of a certain residence. As the police did their investigation, they found that every time the blood showed up it was human blood, and that it was type A positive. Sometimes the blood would drop day after day at certain hours, then stop for a day and start up again. By 9/4/88 the blood fall "was the worst it had ever been." The people living at the address at the time told the reporting officer that one night the blood was seen by them (6 people) falling from the sky and that nothing was above it at that time they saw it. They said that one of the them was shining a flash light into the air at the time. The police brought the owner of the house and her boyfriend down to police headquarters, on 9/13/88 to give a "statement of Witness" statement about the blood falling, times and dates.

The Statement of Witness is quite long but here is a short excerpt of the statement: "...then on the following night (7/27/88), it fell again and I went out after it fell again and looked at it, and it looked like a blood substance with white foam in it. So then it started and went on for 12 days...it was all over the cars at first...it was on the cars, the street and sidewalk." Later on in the statement we find out that the witness's mother was hit with the blood from the sky. "It fell down her back, on the back of her head, her shirt, back of her legs. She was hit in the face with it, there...she was standing at the gate, looking back the alley way when it hit her directly in the face."

There are thousands of reports of strange falls from the sky in the last 150 years. In fact not to long ago half a man (the upper torso) fell from the sky and hit a moving car's front windshield. The three men in the car were very upset, and the police found the other half of the body not to far away. The body was cut completely in half, unlike auto mishaps. The police believed the men's story and let them go.

After a lifetime of research Charles Fort concluded the earth was run by a super race of beings who seldom or never showed themselves and that people were their property which they herded and cared for as a rancher cares for his cattle. That the masters would occasionally and secretly cut out a creature from the herd for eating or slave labor or whatever they needed one for. Charles Fort, decades before the terms UFO or Flying Saucers were ever spoken, had come very close to the truth that current UFO researchers are just now realizing.

The real owners of this world are small little madmen (mentally speaking). Ivan T. Sanderson thought that the UFOs were here for colonization and exploitation, and suggests that humans are larval forms for aliens and that the UFOs are just keeping an eye on this cosmic hatchery we call Earth.

SDI-WARS

On January 14, 1983, a news report came from Washington (UPI) that said "The establishment of colonies on Venus and Mars for the refugees and homeless of world war II was just one of several ideas discussed by a top secret group appointed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Entitled "M Project for FDR: Studies on Migration and Settlement." This project was discovered 40 years after it was completed and 22 years after it was declassified, by Mother Jones Magazine.

"Temporary quarters may eventually be established on Venus or Mars," stated a chapter of the report entitled "interstellar Migration." Clandestinely financed by $180,000 in "unvouched funds" from the White House, more than 50 people were cleared by the FBI and sworn to secrecy. They worked on the project for four years.

Roosevelt ordered the massive research project (66-volume study of population problems, migration and settlements) so his administration would be prepared to deal with the millions of people left homeless as well as "surplus" population in the post-war.

The project is about 53 years old, and was dismissed as a "flight of fancy." But now in the 90's the story has changed to a flight to Mars (and Venus) for the Elite of this world.

However no one then could have known that about 53 years later we would be in a secret war of the worlds with aliens from afar. But in 1940 the University of California had plans with a $750,000 price tag to produce
a 34 foot long, 25 feet high colossal electric "machine gun" so powerful that it must be located in an isolated spot and operated by remote control. It was to be surrounded by tanks of water and buried in a hillside.

On February 15, 1990 Sandia National Laboratories told the press that they had plans to make an electromagnetic gun that could fire 1,000 pound satellites directly into Earth orbit. This project is part of the SDI "Star Wars" defense. Sandia's record-holding gun so far has accelerated a 5.6-ounce projectile to a speed of 2,232 mph, and scale-ups in size and speed are in the works. In March of 1989, Sandia Labs destroyed a AMG-129A cruise missile flying at supersonic speed, by a Infra Red Advanced Chemical Laser.

The U.S.S.R on the other hand has had Laser Laboratories starting in 1960. Their test beds and laser labs are in the Sary- Shagan, Kasakhstan region. "Babakin Center" is where the U.S.S.R. assembles spacecraft, its equivalent of our Jet Propulsion Labs. On October 23, 1987 the French SPOT satellite, which operated at 520 miles above the Earth orbit. This project is part of the SDI research and development board that you could fill up this newsletter. For Example: Highly classified SDI project code-named Timberwind, to fly a nuclear reactor-powered rocket at a cost of 8 billion. Coil guns that can deliver 100 times more thrust from a given current compared with rail guns. Electromagnetic guns, Electrothermochemical weapons that fire 9 rounds in 3 minutes. Laser Radar, Thermonuclear-powered laser fusion reactors, Unmanned Underwater Vehicles which can launch missiles, Space Electric Ramjets, and much more.

Between March 13-16 1988 then President Reagan pointed out at an SDI meeting in Washington D.C. that the Soviets have spent more than $200 billion on their "Red Shield" equivalent of the SDI. That's fifteen times as much as we have spent. He further reported that the Soviets have more than 10,000 scientists and engineers working on laser weapons alone. In July of 1989 Six New Laser Battle Stations went under construction by the Soviets in the Caucasus Mountains. (Are we getting ready for an alien-UFO war?)

The U.S. Air Force has consolidated all of its Space Systems Div. space and missile-related research and technology work into a new "Super Laboratory" at the new Phillips Laboratory at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico in 1990. The new super lab has 2,400 personnel and the budget for 1991 is more than $600 million, about 80% of that is space related. Six main technology directorates make up the laboratory: 1. Advanced Propulsion, 2. Space Technology, 3. Geophysics, 4. Lasers and Imaging, 5. Advanced Weapons and Survivability. 6. Space Experiments.

DARPA's (Defense Advanced Research Project Agency) fiscal budget for 1992 is $289.7 million dollars. DARPA has about 40 advanced space technology efforts underway including: Optics Technology, Initial "pseudo-star" reference unit, Infrared tunnel sensors, PegStar APEX, High-throughput computer which is a super computer/parallel processor that would be 5 in. square and capable of 40 billion operations per second. Communications technology, Defense Satellite Communications Systems, Extremely High Frequency applications, Robot Spacecraft, Lightsat and Pegasus.

**PROJECT "Y"**

After the U.S. military had attained UFO technology from the UFO crashes in 1947 through 1950, MJ-12 started a duplication program called "Project Y". There was Phase 1 and Phase 2 of this program. Phase 1 was to learn how the saucers worked i.e. electromagnetic turbines, weapons, inside atmosphere-30% oxygen and 70% helium, etc. Phase 2 was to build a copy of a flying disk based on what was discovered in Phase 1. Which many years later became known as Alien Reproductive Vehicles (ARV). The flying disks were recovered by the Interplanetary Phenomena Unit (IPU) of the Scientific and Technical Branch of Army Counterintelligence. The IPU team at the time came from Camp Hale, Colorado. IPU was originally set up in the Far East by General Douglas MacArthur as early as 1945 after General MacArthur's own UFO encounter near Clark Field in the Philippines in April of that year.

Sometime before 1950 Canada got started on "Project Y" also. This project was centered in a Top-Secret, heavily guarded, area screen-off within A.V. Roe's (AVRO, the famous British aircraft manufacturers) Canada, Ltd., at the Malton, Ontario, plant. In April of 1953 Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, the allied Deputy Supreme Commander in Europe during World War II was given a tour of the plant. He let out a gasp when he saw a squat disc-like aircraft of the future which looked, "like something snatched from the pages of science fiction." The first design was about 40 feet across, flat on the trailing edge, with a spindly under carriage. It was given a nick-name, "the Praying Mantis". This craft was a mock-up for a flying saucer that could take off and land vertically and fly horizontally at around 1,500 m.p.h. One British aviation authority said the craft "comes closest to what everyone is looking for—a warplane independent of runways or carriers because it takes off vertically and is still able to fly at terrific speed. This could be it." (known as the "Lenticular Aerodyne").

Area-51 (R-4808-E) was used as the Top-Secret test bed for Project Y here in the U.S. The entire project was overseen and directed by MJ-12. The UFO "hardware" was stored at the Kirtland- Sandia Complex, near Albuquerque in New Mexico. All notes and files at the time were kept
at a super-secret heavily guarded section, within the super-secret section of the Kirtland Air Force Base Technical Library. (the Blue room)

Dr. Henri M. Coanda had his own disc-design ideas dating back to 1928, the design requirements for his "Lenticular Aerodyne", was the perfect lens and disc-shaped flying object with a bubble canopy pilot's compartment in its center. (a lens-shaped aeroform) Dr. Coanda's ideas were added to the pieces of the flying saucer puzzle.

The other idea that came from Project Y was to make the saucers impervious to nuclear missiles by keeping them deep underground at certain locations around the U.S. (in the middle of nowhere) Deep Underground Mountain Bases (DUMB) were then started to protect their ARV craft from atomic attack from the U.S.S.R. (or an alien attack-reprisal) These mini-underground cities had as many as 3 tunnels with vertical shafts, some a 1,000 feet long others were as much as 3,000 feet long, for take-off and landing to their underground complex. Complete with crew quarters, fuel, maintenance bays, Blue Beret teams for rapid deployment against any alert and everything else a small military city would have.

It has only to be pointed out that the underground research centers of Nazi Germany were gigantic feats of engineering, containing wind tunnels, machine shops, assembly plants, launching pads, supply dumps and accommodations for all who worked there, including adjoining camps for the slaves—and yet very few people knew that they existed.

The whole area, running in a metaphorical arc from the Harz Mountains, down through Thuringia, Bohnen and Mahren was littered with a staggering number of underground military and scientific complexes, including the enormous and invaluable Mittle-Werke factories and the personnel and equipment from the experimental center at Peenemunde.

It was reported that the secret saucer project that the Nazi's S.S. were working on were secretly developed in one of the many underground complexes in the area of either the Nordhausen complex in the Harz Mountains or at Kahla in nearby Thuringia.

MJ-12 and the Grays

I'm adding this part to Alien Digest because so many people are interested in what I think is going on between MJ-12 and the Evil UFO group here on the planet. And I present this information only as speculation. This information was originally printed in the introduction to the textbook at the United States Air Force Academy in October 1969.

"From available information, the UFO phenomenon appears to have been global in nature for almost 50,000 years. The majority of known witnesses have been reliable people who have seen easily-explained natural phenomena, and there appears to be no overall correlation with population density. The entire phenomenon could be psychological in nature, but that is doubtful. The Phenomenon could also be entirely due to known and unknown natural phenomena (with some psychological noise added in) but that, too, is questionable in view of some of the available data; this leaves us with the unpleasant possibility of alien visitors to our planet, or at least of alien controlled UFOs. ... What data there is suggests the existence of at least three and maybe four different groups of aliens (possible at different stages of development)."

This passage on UFOs in history was later removed from the textbook after it was discovered that it had gotten into the hands of the public. But by their own words they indicate the UFO problem has been global for at least 50,000 years. That suggests there is a UFO history board to examine the evidence of UFOs in history. (Perhaps under MJ-12?)

New information points to MJ-12 that the real treaty that was made with the Little Men allowed Abductions in exchange for Technology at the cost of the masses of people in the U.S. who were the appointed victims. But there is more to it than appears on the surface.

In the first place it took many years to get the treaty. MJ-12 had no way of knowing they were being manipulated by aliens who are experts at turning planetary governments to their own ends. Our top scientists could not figure out their technology as it was far beyond anything we had at all. Nor did MJ-12 have any way of knowing the aliens had no intention of abiding by their commitments or that they would go beyond the provisions and permissions granted them in doing their research from abductions.

By the agreement, the aliens were to return all abductees unharmed and to give a list of names of abductees to the government so they could check on them. The government had no way to easily monitor or check on the aliens to determine whether they were actually complying with this treaty provision.

Time favored the aliens and a treaty was necessary since the aliens had the technology to forcefully take control of the governments of the world. We simply did not have a chance to fight back at the time. Truman's efforts to have the military capture or shoot down an alien UFO proved to be impossible. The Aliens by some kind of ray could immobilize our aircraft, making it impossible to fire weapons or even to fly if they chose to do so. MJ-12 knew that the aliens could at any time turn and destroy any major city in the world if they at any time wanted to. In short, MJ-12 was coerced into signing a treaty with the aliens or risk a human/alien war we were unable to win at the time.

Technology and the Secret Team

A "Secret Team" was well in control of the Aztec crash after the debacle at Roswell. There were over 1,000 top scientists pouring over the remains of the disk crash at Aztec New Mexico. Headed by then Secretary of State, General George C. Marshall, who called upon Dr. Vannevar Bush to head up the examination and recovery effort and to form a team of select scientists to take control of the Aztec crash. The "Special Group" relied on information that was found by the "Secret
Team” and it has always been this way from the start.

**Good Aliens Helping U.S. against Evil Aliens?**

Current indications suggest we now have a new player in town: an alien group that is secretly involved in clandestine operations to help MJ-12, the National Security Council, and the National Security Agency to gain control over the “evil” UFO-aliens and their UFO-bases. I would also speculate that the same “friendly” aliens that are helping MJ-12 have been helping The U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. for the past 5 years. MJ-12 paid a heavy price however for trying to contact this friendly extraterrestrial race. They lost the plastics plant down by Houston, Texas which sells NASA 60% of its plastic, many rockets and satellites were lost around the world with DOD and SDI payloads on board. Also their telecommunications link was destroyed at Green Bank, West Virginia, which had been the largest steerable radio telescope in the United States, and one of only two such instruments in the world. These losses are seen as “punishment” inflicted by the “unfriendly” aliens for our having contacted the “friendly” aliens.

The only thing I can find about these friendly aliens that are helping both the U.S. and the S.U. is that they look like human, they want to help us in our fight against the Grays, and are only working with people in the MJ-12 branch that want to expose the Reptoid-Gray alliance over the Earth.

When the treaty soured over time, MJ-12 found themselves under the gun of the aliens. Their sought after technology from the aliens ended up to be a joke in the eyes of MJ-12, and MJ-12 found out that they were just where the aliens wanted them so the aliens could take full advantage of the situation. MJ-12 was caught in the middle of wanting nothing to do with the aliens and at the same time being under the gun of the little demons.

To tell the people would be out of the question, because of many different fears. Would American people, not understanding the circumstances leading to the treaty, consider that such a treaty with aliens, --a foreign power-- giving them bases in the United States for their ignoble purposes, a treasonous act? Would the people panic and start a revolution or go out and start shooting at shadows and movements in the streets? Would the people’s action trigger an Alien/Human war that could not be won? Chaos in the population could be much more destructive than the alien presence and continued abduction of a few humans.

So for a long time now MJ-12 has had to endure violations to the treaty to avoid a Human/ Alien war. This results in continued alien abductions from the earth population in order to keep things calm with the aliens and to find out just what the aliens are up to in all of these abductions and murders of abductees. Also it buys time to prepare for war against the aliens if that must come.

(Editor’s Note: Three days ago, 10/2/1991, we received an unconfirmed report that in late September, 1991, about a million grays had been nuked in an underground base near Tonopah, Nevada in five different explosions. The report said the explosions were officially called “underground nuclear tests” which led many to ask why the U.S. is still conducting underground nuclear tests when the cold war is over and general disarmament is being promoted. We did hear on CNN about underground nuclear tests in Nevada in late September)

With all their technology and power, nothing is easy for the Grays: they have psychotic tendencies, their mode of reasoning is toward further dehumanization, they are in a biological state of fast decay and burnout. They suffer from premature senility, their culture is a state of deprivation, depression, and loss of any individuality. They have psychosexual disorders, they believe in holding control by threat of death. They lie without restraint.

They are highly aggressive and their behavior is abnormal from a human standpoint, they demand blind obedience to their (God complex) authority from abductees. The Grays cannot stand uncontrolled environments, the real Grays (not the clones that are seen by most of the abductees) have a body temperature of about 115 degrees F. So they may wear special suits to protect against excessive heat.

Their religion, as it were, is technological science. They appear to divide this into technological sciences of physical, spiritual and sociological objectives in terms of planets they invade and dominate. These Grays have problems a mile long and without their technology they are very weak beings.

Grays and other left-hand path aliens who are trying to conquer the Earth, search for and locate beings who vibrate in resonance with their own vibrational frequency, which is on a negative level of spirituality. These humans are then told that they are the ‘elite’ or ‘chosen ones’ that will rule. The function of the ‘elite’ humans, as far as the Grays are concerned, is to decimate portions of the human population so that the remainder can be easily controlled. But earth is not yet under the vested control of any major group of aliens, despite the Grays efforts, but it is being victimized by a number of vested interest alien groups, at this time.

Military operations of the Reticulans species consist of colonization of unprotected civilizations for the purpose of setting up logistical supply depots, slave sources and the acquisition of Advanced Biological Weapons, which are humans to be reprogrammed as their military soldier slaves.

Puerto Rico (1991) "My belief is that Puerto Rico seems to be a principal operations center for these UFO beings, whoever they are," says Jorge Martin, the island’s principal UFO investigator. "They seem to be underground on the island, because they are seen going into the water in different places and going into mountains in different areas. UFOs up to 2,700 feet long have been reported over the island. A spectacular cigar-shaped craft let out a number of smaller flying disks as it hovered above a large political rally that had attracted hundreds. The
reports refer to the Gray/human type and Bigfoot creatures.

In May of 1991 a wave of animal mutilations took place in Puerto Rico, as mutilated dogs, chickens, pigs and goats were found by citizens. Over 250 reported human abductions have taken place there. Martin speculates that the island is being used as an experimental site to test the effects of open alien contact on a population. "To see the psychological and sociological reactions to the process."

The Grays are playing a Game with us - the game of Master and Slaves. The Grays (and Draconian Reptoids and Orion Empire Aliens) are the players and humans are the pieces. In order to become true Players and leave the playing field. Humans must learn the rules of the game. They must learn all the hidden rules — rules that the Grays keep hidden from other players.

However, it is a basic premise that negative Orion alien groups that empires can only be built and maintained on the backs of broken "game pieces" oiled by the blood, sweat, and tears of "worthless entities too decayed to be useful for any other tasks. And as the Reptoids say, the human race is as "Valuable as weeds".

Since the alien's control is based on intimidation and advanced technology, as we become more aware, we are harder to control, harder to lie to, harder to confuse. Richard Shaver and Ray Palmer tried in the Hidden World series books to say that they wanted to "show that all the race called modern man is exploited, fooled, and destroyed, kept from all real progress, by a race that considers them enemies for the most part or cattle.

While there are 2,500 recorded abductions a year in the U.S. One can only imagine how many abductions are not reported.

**Richard Sharp Shaver**

I want to give you some information and a few quotes from Mr. Shaver. Some of you remember that he wrote about Deros and Terors from underground before 1947 in a publication called Amazing Stories. While he claimed his stories were true, most people believed they were fiction. Here are a few quotes to explain some things about his message to humanity:

"Ray people: This is taken to mean all of the modern underground race, both the Dero (bad guys) and the Tero (good guys). They are called 'Ray people' because they use telau rays to spy upon surface people and to talk to them, and to perform the many weird things their machines are capable of doing. It is by rays that they operate. For instance, have you ever had a fearful nightmare in which you have been faced by horribly realistic monstrosities such as your waking mind has never conceived, to your utter terror? This dream might have been produced in your mind by tele-projection from the dero creatures of the caves who delight in causing surface people horror and terror. There is another and more significant reason behind this practice, and that is to build up superstition and fear in surface people that has been proved their greatest protection against discovery by upper (surface) worlders. They fear discovery because it would mean their extermination by a vindictive human race, seeking to revenge itself upon the age-old torturers."

According to Shaver, "Deros are a degraded, destructive, evil form of life, small monsters who seem like men but are not." They may be descendants of extraterrestrials from the past who were abandoned in underground caves to become demented in the worst way. They do bear some resemblance to some of the Gray Alien types. They join into gangs and kill people who wander into their caves or near surface openings to their tunnels, not for sport, but because to them there is no other thing to do. They thrive on torturing surface people to death, then reviving them to do it again.

About the modern appearance of flying saucers in 1947 Mr. Shaver said..."It is no time to rejoice. The visitations from flying saucers are proof that the cave people have made contact with beings from outer space. If any saucer contains benevolent beings, it is destroyed. The saucers that are allowed into our atmosphere are the ancient enemies of mankind. You have to believe that the world beneath our feet is horrible, a world ruled by madness!"

This next quote is not by Mr. Shaver but by a master Mason by the name of Albert Pike, in his book Morals and Dogma first printed in 1873, on page 2, he wrote about "the onward march of the human race" in to the future, and light for all the nations to go by. But then he stops and says, "There are immense Forces in the great caverns of evil beneath society; in the hideous degradation, squalor, wretchedness and destitution, vices and crimes that reek and simmer in the darkness in that populace below the people of great cities, their disinterestedness vanishes, every one howls, searches, gropes, and gnaws for himself. Ideas are ignored, and of progress there is no thought. This population has two mothers, both of them step-mothers—Ignorance and Misery. Want is their only guide—for the appetite alone they crave satisfaction."

This is a very good picture of the underground Dero cities from what Mr. Shaver has said in the past.

**ALIENS AND CREATURES FROM FLYING DISKS**

In 1984 a Northern Ohio farm family was involved with seeing UFOs of the frightening kind. First the UFOs showed up as brilliant spheres of light "not of this world," and started making crop circles on their farm land. Then after a while the aliens got bolder by disembarking from their flying disks nearer to the farm and walking over. These aliens were described as coming out at night, that they were "black forms with glowing red eyes". These creatures came up to the farm house snorting and growling. A gun fight soon came about and the farmers soon found out that the aliens after being shot by various guns survived the gun battle. They left "three toed" footprints, it was also reported that the aliens took many shapes while they were there and would even change their shapes in front of the farmers.

Not far away from this farm in 1979 was a farm-ranch that was being attacked by a 7 foot "bighheaded" creature with a cranium size of 38 inches in diameter. "It had glowing eyes the size of golf balls and a horrible face."
And if that was not enough the seven foot tall creature always tried to come at night with two large cats in a flying disk. This craft left a 90 foot circular impression in their fields when it came around.

When the creature tried to enter the farm house, the head of the household, Mr. Patterson pointed a 22-cal. pistol at the creature (12 feet away) through the kitchen window while his wife loaded a 22-cal. rifle.

The hairy entity stood outside at gunpoint for approximately 10 minutes. It was clearly visible through the window because of the backyard light. They decided not to fire until the "critter" made an advance at them. It ran away but left a strong stench described as "ammonia-sulfur." Before the creature finally left he broke the neck of the German Shepherd owned by Mr. Patterson. He also broke the neck of a neighbor's horse. In Argentina of the same year witnesses describes saucer crewman as wearing a kind of diver's suit made of plastic. Also an Argentinean reported a tall UFO Robot-like crewman with a very large head and huge, round staring eyes. Other Observers had also reported spotting UFO crews who could change colors and were bright luminous beings.

In 1977, As Andros Los Cavallos, a Spanish trapper and Historian who explored Northern California said in his logs that he and another Indian trapper saw a "Fiery Dish" crash into the side of a mountain at a high rate of speed and explode. Just a few years later in the early 1800s, in the California-Oregon area Bigfoot type creatures started to show up with 18 inch footprints.

In the late 1950's Chinese Archaeologists on the Tibetan border found in caves hundreds of discs a few inches in diameter with grooves containing hieroglyphic codes. When a disc was deciphered it told of small creatures that came in "space gliders". The tribe that was there at the time were called the Dropas who talked with the aliens in sign language. The Dropas still live today close to the area where they found the discs. However the tribe is totally stunted in growth.

On May 15, 1976 Gerald Nestor and Linda Burkhammer of Pontiac, Mich were sitting in their car near a lake when Gerald saw a light out on the lake. He leaned out the window to get a better look when "something grabbed me by the shoulders and I instinctively jerked back inside." Then Linda screamed as a "glistening arm reached inside the passenger window and grasped Linda around the neck." Another arm, which reminded Gerald of a tentacle, grasped her waist. Gerald's fear turned to anger. He grabbed the only available weapon he could find, a soda bottle, and began to beat at the attacker. As he did so he came face to face with a terrifying "thing". A huge frog-like face with a wide slit mouth and bulbous eyes thrust itself partly through the window.

"I struck at its ugly face with the bottle and it pulled its head back immediately — yet it still held its grip on Linda. I was afraid of hurting her by hitting its arms so I crawled over her body and struck at it out the window. I could hear the blows and they sounded like striking wet leather. There just wasn't enough light to see it clearly and it's difficult to describe it. But it was something like a huge lizard." The thing suddenly released Linda and jumped back in the lake in the direction of the light in the middle of the lake.

Charles Wetzel of Bloomington, Calif., claims that he narrowly escaped from something horrible and unknown in 1958. It was a nightmarish creature. Wetzel stopped his car at a desolate suburban road near Riverdale, Mich. Suddenly there appeared "an alien about six feet tall, built roughly like a man, but with huge scales covering its body, with big bulbous eyes and a protruding frog like mouth."

When the creature tried to grab Mr. Wetzel with "webbed hands" he was standing right in front of the car, the aliens hands reached the full length of the hood. Charles Wetzel had a gun but did not want to fire it through the windshield for fear of the alien getting in. He also was not going to roll down his window because of the same reason. So he ran it down with his car. He rammed the creature, knocking it down and under the car. He heard the bottom of the car scrape the body as he ran over it and kept going.

Alverico Guajardo heard banging outside his mobile home late in the morning so he took a knife and went outside and walked around the back of the trailer. A four foot tall bird like thing with huge folding wings and red glowing eyes that seemed to "pierce through him" as he momentarily froze in fear and stared at its "ugly monkey face." He ran back inside and called the police. This happened in 1976.

On a Saturday night in May of 1956 after a freak thunderstorm Philip Williams, 17 went outside to use the outhouse and saw a huge dark figure lurking in the shadows by some near-by trees. He ran back to the shack. Herman Williams, 20 went looking for his shotgun. Philip Williams and Otto Collins, 20 went outside to investigate. They were grabbed by a large monster, both of them at the same time, one under each arm. Herman heard his brother and friend scream for help. "I've never heard anybody scream like that—I thought it must be the devil dragging them down to hell!" Herman turned the lights to the truck on and the creature who was in the lights dropped Otto. After Otto was dropped he got back up and fought the creature until it let go of Philip.

A 10 year old boy named Lorenzo Flores fought for his friend's life as four aliens came out of the brush and grabbed Jesus Gomez, 12. He grabbed his unloaded rifle and began hitting the four hairy creatures with the butt of his gun. It was like hitting rock for the gun bounced right off them. He hit them many times until the gun broke, around that time they released Jesus and ran into their flying disk. This was on the evening of Dec. 10, 1954 at about 5 pm.

Still yet another farm house in north-east Iowa in 1982. Where Carl and Dagmar were taken aboard a disk craft in front of their house. Once on board the disk Carl was given a green vial of liquid to drink. He did. He felt very hot then chilled. To Carl's amazement he started getting an erection. As the aliens were looking on very pleased, they clamped a mechanical device over his erect penis. The aliens were very excited after Carl had achieved an orgasm. A vial of spermatozoa was discon-
The Bermuda triangle is an area notoriously known for causing ships, planes and people to vanish. Not as notorious for causing ships, submarines and planes disappearing in their triangles from all bases in the world. These underwater bases are very old and the aliens that inhabit them are not usually networked with others, but have their own personal agenda for power and survival.

They have major cities to keep stocked with food, gold, raw minerals, refined plutonium, slaves to do the grunt work or short life-span work. All the bases are aware of each other base and have their own territories and seldom go into other triangles. Some of these areas are known to be owned by very nasty aliens.

(Some may have been born or cloned on earth, but from alien genetic stock.)

**T-2 Alien Bases**

The Bermuda triangle is an area notoriously known for causing ships, planes and people to vanish. Not as well known is the Dragon’s Triangle next to Japan which reportedly has had thirteen subs lost in the area, one with 86 men on board, 5 were diesel-electric and 8 were nuclear powered, all from the USSR. There are other “triangle” areas around the globe notorious for unusual numbers of ship and plane disappearances. These areas are well known for UFO sightings and disappearances and are known as T-2 alien bases. All these areas have their own stories in history that suggest these places are haunted by “bad spirits”.

The base at Madagascar is well known for ship wrecks and lights in the skies that were considered bad omens for centuries. Some believe the bad spirits in these devil triangles are remnants of a war that was started here on the planet long ago. Could the triangles be artificial energy zones caused by alien underwater bases that were left after an ancient war? Or perhaps they are something natural as neutral gravity zones (NGZ) of the Earth Moon Sun orbits.

It is believed that many aliens built and have inhabited these underwater bases for thousands of years, some leaving while others stayed in the Underwater triangle bases from many years ago. Some of these bases could be as old as 200 thousand years. Others might be only 50 thousand years old.

Some but not all of these Triangle bases are inhabited by aliens hostile toward humans. Others not hostile toward humans have remained neutral not offering to help humans during crisis but watch out for their own needs, and watch quietly as humans get abducted by other aliens. They increasingly have a hard time surviving with the onslaught of all kinds of alien ships taking up flight paths all over the world. Because the other aliens in their flying saucers sometimes think they were sent for military pursuits they occasionally engage in open warfare with aliens from other bases.

There was some interest long ago of plans to unite all the negative alien T-2 (undersea) bases in the world and to form a treaty with the head governments of the world. But now there are more active and urgent power struggles for the planet and these plans may have been put on the back burner.

It could be that these negative T-2 bases are now networked and working for the aliens helping them to take over the planet. There is a very large T-2 base off the western coast of Australia, some say it is the headquarters of the nasty little dwarf aliens who abduct humans on the high seas.

In Western Australia, in the Gibson Desert there are stories that small Bigfoot creatures own certain areas and that some explorers had gone into these areas and come back feeling lucky to be alive. Others have never come out at all. One explorer who did just that in the late 1960’s came out but lost his team. He reorganized and went back into one of the areas and was never heard of again. He also reported seeing flying disks in these areas.

North of New Zealand is another T-2 base, and some of the islands out in and around this area are considered to be “No-Man’s Land” to people who know of the islands and their histories. A few of these islands are so frightfully dangerous that spending the night on one would probably mean one’s death.

Another one is in the Tropic of Capricorn 1400 miles off the coast of Chile. There are many hundreds of reports of strange lights and disks coming in from the ocean from that area of the ocean. Ship wrecks and ships without crews have been found from Chile to Peru and Ecuador. One freighter ship that was found next to Peru floating in the ocean with no crew, food was still on the table and the mascot was found in its cage. There was also blood found in the radio room and the bridge. The ship was towed in but was lost due to a very bad storm.

People who fly to the Hawaiian islands pass right through a T-2 area on their way to have fun from America.

There is another T-2 base off the coast of Brazil where many disappearances and UFO abductions have taken place over the past 50 years. Many children have been abducted by MIBs in the past 30 years in Brazil. Whole tribes are being wiped out by robot ships the size of truck tires at this time, and many people are dying because of this. Some village women have reported being raped right on the spot where they saw the UFO. Other village women were brought on board the UFOs and impregnated there, then brought to their first trimester. From there in the home the baby was taken and drained of blood and other glands and left behind as the mother was drugged with the umbilical cord still connected to the infant.

There is a T-2 base that covers most of India, small parts of Nepal, China,
Tibet and Pakistan. Another is in Algeria Libya and Niger. These last two are land locked except for a small portion over India near the ocean. The king of the world is said to live in the Nepal-Tibet area. One camera crew that went to Nepal and asked about the king of the world in 1987 got the answer back that he was considered "The King of Hell" and that "no good could come of the underworld monarchy."

All these T-2 bases have one thing in common they pirate off their nearest land mass and watch shipping lanes, air lanes and military submarines for opportunities in piracy, abduction and profiteering.

It just might be that these T-2 bases have been known by MJ-12 for a long time. It could also be true that a different kind of arrangement might take place between the "good guy" T-2 bases and the giant mother ships with similar intentions in the Neutral Gravity Zones before these areas could be helpful to humans in their struggle against the "bad guy" monarchy of the evil T-2 bases and their Reptoid-Gray/Orion forces. (Reptoids are a Confederation and Orion is an Empire.)

Could it be that most of the 70 or so alien species that John Lear talks about are from these T-2 bases in and around the planet? If so, then Richard Shaver could be right in saying that it is no time to rejoice that the underworlders have made contact with the outer space aliens.

Now even more "Mass Spacers" have been showing up all over the Northern Hemisphere since 1989. These are probably the mercenaries that were hired that the Pleidians, Samjase, warned would cause problems for the human race. So...if MJ-12 is trying to inform us about the Reptoid/Gray-Blonds take-over, you should take a close look at the histories of these T-2 bases. The shanghaiing of ships and crews go far back in history and many ships pirated after the 1900's are acts of terror and extraterrestrial piracy on the open seas. People and ships caught out on the open sea are easy prey.

In March of 1980 Researcher Charles Berlitz said nationwide that "Without any doubt, far from quieting down, the Triangle is sucking in victims on an almost daily basis. In the past two years alone, (78-79) an average of one plane about every two weeks and a ship or yacht each week vanished without a trace in the Bermuda Triangle area alone. These figures don't even take into account the many pilots and captains who report unexplainable happenings to their vessels in the area." (And That was in 1980!)

CRASHED FLYING DISKS


"We know these crashes have occurred. We have statements from all kinds of people about them."

"We've spoken to a scientist who was on a NASA mission to investigate the 1978 spacecraft crash in Argentina. We have a statement from a military guard who watched over the 1962 crash in New Mexico, 80 miles south of Holloman Air Force Base. It hit the ground at 90 mph and was 56 feet in diameter."

"U.S. military authorities have actually been in contact with "UFO scams", says Robert Barry." We have one confirmed case of actual contact in 1968. "It happened at Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada. Apparently a UFO landed there, and a colonel at the bases was temporarily paralyzed. All the airmen's weapons were jammed by some force coming from the landed spacecraft."

"A UFO also (disk) landed at the end of one of the runways at Holloman AFB. Two or three jeeps full of officers from the base went out to the craft. There was apparently face-to-face contact, and humanoids were taken from the craft to the base HQ for an hour and then back to the craft."

NOTES ON THE LEFT-HAND PATH ALIENS

These Left-Hand path (bad-guy) UFO aliens have allied themselves with the secret world government whose thirst for power and power system survival is probably surpassed only by the treacherous aliens themselves. The sinister aliens haven delivered all the promised advanced technology to the government, they manipulated, lied to, deceived, and generally used the secret world government for their selfish and inhumane alien ends.

The aliens need to gain a psychological control and allegiance of the majority of humanity as a populace, a mass overt colonization of earth with earth peoples' consent before humanity wakes up to their evil intentions and nefarious goals. If the aliens are successful, humanity could become so loyalized to the left-hand path aliens that the Good aliens would have a hard time here doing any good for humanity.

The different kinds of aliens use humans for different purposes: They are used as a source of emotional energy, nutrition, hybridization experiments, source (containers) of biological materials: blood, sperm, ovums, and glandular secretions. Expendable slave labor, zoo and exhibition objects, experimental objects i.e. drugs, torture, sex, implants, and alien bio-prostheses projects.

William English who saw the Grudge 13 Report file stated that the aliens had contacted a U.S. Intelligence Agency for 2 initial meetings, one at Holloman one at Homestead. The Entire Grudge 13 report was written as if the report was geared toward preparation of defenses. The report also told about ultrasonic weapons found in Germany at the end of WW 2 that could shatter 4" thick armor. Grudge 13 Report also said that a secret installation had been constructed in the middle of the Atomic Energy Commission testing grounds in Nevada. It also stated that there were then known to be seventeen different extraterrestrial species (the report called them Alien Life Forms or ALFs.)

The Brain capacity of the big-headed gray is estimated to be between 2500 and 3500 cc. The most common odor of the Grays which is very distinct is a mentholated cinnamon smell.
In Metaphysical studies, the symbol worn by the Zetas is well known as the symbol of the Azures—the Archangels of Evil. This symbol is the winged snake or the winged dragon. These symbols are the oldest in the world.

Between San Diego and Honolulu, Late summer, 1939. At 3:30 p.m., a military transport plane with thirteen men aboard left the Marine Naval Air Station in San Diego for a routine flight to Honolulu. When three hours at sea the aircraft was in dire distress.

Mayday calls were radioed back to the base, then suddenly nothing more was heard until the craft came limping back and executed an emergency landing. The first men to reach the craft were shocked by what they saw—all thirteen members of the crew were dead, save for the co-pilot, who managed, miraculously, to steer his charge in safely. Three minutes later he was also dead.

Examination of the bodies showed remarkably large, gaping wounds, not unlike those received by the survivors by interdimensional evil aliens. They think that we are as ugly and repulsive as we ever portrayed them to be.

Some Reptilians, on the other hand, eat us like we eat chicken. In the United States, there are rumors of great, underground food-storage rooms full of preserved human bodies. The Reptilians don't seem to be dependent on us as a food source for their own survival but for the purpose of creating a sub-class (slave race) within their own culture. These halfbreeds are to be biological war machines and laborers, etc. They are to be someone else's property."

Zeta Reticuli Grays and the Draconian Reptoids

The Grays say it was they who created the story of Christ and all the good in the world. But if so how do we explain the fact that the Grays are involved in the stockpiling of humans (including children) for use as a food source for the Reptilian species, and as a food and drug source for themselves. As the Zeta Grays say about human beings, "Someone has to lead them to the slaughter house because they wouldn't make it by themselves."

Cynthia Crowell an abductee who was involved in genetic experiments with the Reptilians (aliens from Draco) said, "The Reptilians seem to have little or no regard for us living beings. They think that we are as ugly and repulsive as we ever portrayed them to be.

"Some Reptilians, on the other hand, eat us like we eat chicken. In the United States, there are rumors of great, underground food-storage rooms full of preserved human bodies. The Reptilians don't seem to be dependent on us as a food source, although part of their experimental work with us is toward the end of future food supply/production.

"When they become involved with cross-breeding (humans and Reptilians), they are not doing it for racial survival but for the purpose of creating a sub-class (slave race)
"These aliens are desperate. Something is happening to their planet and they are preparing themselves for the time when they must leave. They must have a place to go, and right now they are analyzing our planet with the help of those hairy creatures and want to take it over."

_Hypnotist unlocks Bigfoot/Alien Connection_

In December of 1977 I was present when a man was placed under hypnosis. A question was placed to the young man as to what the aliens were up to in the world. At first he drifted to the south western coast of Africa, and this is what he said.

"I see Bigfoot creatures coming out of a cave, the cave has a redness to it down the tunnel. There is a saucer on four legs sitting on the ground next to a tree, the only tree around. The Bigfoot creatures are coming out of the cave with large metal boxes and large round canisters. Their stacking these boxes and canisters next to the tree. Men are now coming down steps from the saucers. The Bigfoot creatures start to move around. These are not men at all, they're small bigheaded beings.

"These Bigheads are telling the creatures to open one of the canisters for some kind of inspection. One Bigfoot creature is opening the top of one of the canisters. It's a dark red blood-like liquid with purple specks of slime, there are what also what appear to be tiny specks of bone. The three Bigfoot creatures and the small Bigheads are turned away from the smell.

"The aliens were afraid of some kind of mix-up and did not want to carry toxic-deadly compounds. They seem to be thinking that this is human waste of some sort and glad it's not something else. "The faces on these aliens are very friendly and mean looking. They tell the Bigfoot creatures to load the metal boxes and canisters on the flying saucer. Pause...We're taking off now.

"Are you traveling on the flying saucer?" said the hypnotist.

"Yes I am", "Please go on"...." These aliens seem unable to see me, they are always walking by me. The ship has a crew of three, we are already in space and it has just been seconds. I can see a big window where these aliens are looking out of. There in chairs that mold to their bodies. We're heading toward the Moon, to stop there. Pause...we're here and it seemed like no time at all. One alien has been told to drop the liquid from the boxes and he does not like it at all. He's thinking they're going to need a different dumping zone. He is also thinking that we have this to look forward to as a fitting end.

"I now seemed to be going outside the craft. Long Pause...I see a very large ship here where I'm at now, It's sitting between two mountains in a valley. It's large with rocks all over it just hovering there, I want to say it's a mile long but I know it's shorter than this. Pause...I am in now. The ship is huge on the inside with no levels of one side which makes it look huge.

"I'm on the first level by a door, there in a cage is a Bigfoot creature who knows he is trapped, he is trying to bend the bars of the cage. I'm closer to him now...He is very mad...he seems to be very frightened at something that is going to happen to him. The large door that is next to me just opened and inside is a smaller door that is opening. There's a Bigfoot creature locked into a big chair and these bigheaded aliens have electronic devices all over him, and he's mad but he can't do anything about it.

"One alien is telling the other one two shut the door before the other one see's what is going on, and who opened the door in the first place. I now seem to be drifting to the top of this craft. I'm now on the top deck of this ship where I can see everything, this thing is huge, you could fit a battleship in here! There is a Bighead up here with his back turned on me. I'm up real close to him now, he can feel something is wrong. He looks at me, Hell he can see me, he's staring at me to be sure he sees me, he's reaching for a metal object on the wall, he pressed it down".

At that time the young man woke up with out being taken out of his deep sleep. He was very calm and said that at the last second on the Mothership he knew that the Bighead could see him. Take this as you may.

_HALFBREEDS, ABDUCTEES AND IMPLANTS._

These aliens have been abducting humans for many centuries now, and as far as I can find out the aliens view the Earth as a farm for raising and harvesting humans. There are also caves filled with treasures which are still sealed underground, and the planet Earth has much mineral wealth. There are many other reasons the aliens come here.

The T-2 areas are like advanced alien-UFO pirate coves. A place to keep their treasure and feast while their here on the planet Earth. Like the pirates of old the pirates cove also provided protection and detection from the law.

However...the aliens are taking a short cut to their goals, and by speeding up their projects they are coming out in the open and showing their true colors. The truth of the matter (if there is any) is that people are being abducted from around the world at all ages. The human women are being used as breeding animals to deliver halfbreed aliens to the master race, while the men are eaten and beaten or used for a high sperm count collection.

The implants are used to keep track of their human "meat People", and to program them for goals known to the aliens. There are so many different types of halfbreeds that the aliens have been working on that it would do little good to describe them. One alien that slipped up his words told one abductee that they had created "twenty three million" halfbreeds in an almost 50 year period. Many of these halfbreeds are now 18 years old and older.

If this is true we are on very thin ice. Because the implant count for the U.S. is set at 25 million abductees. That's a total of at least 48 million people the aliens control. And we can only guess what the implant count is world wide. Maybe another 50 million or even several hundred millions?"
Remember, the aliens were stealing people away for many, many years, but this is the first time in history that they have been so sloppy. The Reptilians, most Grays and most aliens from Orion have utter contempt for the human race as a whole and every thing that lives on the planet as a rule. They don’t care if we see their handy work out in the fields with all sorts of dead bodies, as long as we don’t do anything about it. Keeping up with their time-table is everything to these people, they even say at times that "we have no time" to talk to you. But the Grays use bovine cattle and human parts to distill a high protein broth for food. And the reptoids eat small children like chicken. So watch for more reports of strange human and cattle deaths because they will be happening in the next few years, write me if you come across anything.
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